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IoT Century Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd. 
Company Profile 

 

Founded in 2015, IoT Century Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd. has a 

registered capital of 100 million yuan, more than 30 employees and total 

assets of 50 million yuan. It is the legal carrier company that carries and is 

responsible for the World Internet of Things Convention. Its main 

responsibilities are to permanently organize the World Internet of Things 

Convention and the series of summit forum activities and undertake the 

operations of the presidium, secretary and the company itself. The 

company's World Internet of Things Convention (WIOTC) has become an 

international IoT organization and the global unique convention brand. 

 

IoT Century Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd. has successfully organized 

more than 40 international conference activities such as the 2018 World 

Internet of Things Convention, WIOTC China Summit, WIOTC Beijing Summit 

and World IoT Innovation and Application Forum, which have been 

recognized and participated by UN agencies such as ITU, UNIDO and 

UNESCO and international organizations such as ISO and IEEE and thousands 

of IoT giants around the world; received support from EU President Juncker, 

ISO President Zhang Xiaogang, IEEE President Karen, Philippine President 

Duterte, former French Prime Minister RAFFARIN and many other 

international organizations and national politicians; received high attention 

and support from the Information Website of Development Research Center 

of the State Council, organ of the Central Committee of the CPC- “Qiushi”, 

China Economic Herald, China Science Daily and other national think tanks 

and media and reported and reprinted by over 1,000 media around the 

world. 

 

WIOTC is an international organization of the IoT world (not a social 

organization); it is also the name and brand of the convention. The global 

headquarters of the WIOTC is located in Beijing, China; it has several 

committees such as the Expert Advisory Committee, Industrial Development 
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Committee, Standard Working Committee; it also has continental 

headquarters and dozens of branches (its LOGO, Chinese name and English 

name are all registered as trademark in the United States, China, Hong Kong 

(China) and other countries and regions). WIOTC has organized more than 

40 international conferences and forums; has the world's unique brand of 

WIOTC, the sustainable world IoT top-level architecture system, application 

models, theoretical basis and other intellectual property; gathered product 

resources and technical resources of the world’s more than 4,000 IoT 

leaders in the world; released the "Beijing Declaration on the World IoT" 

and "World IoT White Paper", established the "World IoT Ranking List"; 

recognized and reported by UN agencies such as UNESCO, UNDP, UNCTAD, 

ITU and international organizations such as ISO, IEEE, IEC and thousands of 

media and think tanks around the world such as the organ of the Central 

Committee of the CPC- “Qiushi”, the Information Website of Development 

Research Center of the State Council, and the Office of the Central 

Cyberspace Affairs Commission. WIOTC has also established good relations 

with government agencies, diplomatic envoys and enterprises of more than 

100 countries. The WIOTC has become the leading organization and 

conference brand of the IoT, which global IoT enterprises, institutions, and 

international organizations pay attention to and participate in. 


